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Run #1590

Monday, March 9, 2015 @ 7:00 pm
Fat Ass
107 Tower Road, Ottawa
$10.00 for hash down-downs and food
Runners 5.58 Kms
Walkers ? 54:53 minutes
33 including several returnees!
At 7pm +4 Wind SW 23 Gusting 34 Kms

Was it the warmer weather or the promise
of Fat Ass’s cooking that brought several of
the ‘old time’ hashers out for this event?
No doubt the real reason they decided to grace
us with their presence was just the joy of
running with the Ottawa Hash!
At the opening circle Fat Ass did warn us
that there would be no checks on the night’s
event but there would be a runner/walker split.
But we all know just how confused Fat Ass
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can be so no one really took any notice of
this warning. At that time he also said that
if the it was a bad trail Just Francisco was
to take the blame because somehow he had
been commandeered at the last minute.
The trail started over the snowy berms and
through one of the Algonquin Collage parking
lots. From here it was straight up Navaho
Drive to Iris Street and the runner/walker split.
At this point the walkers seemed to have lost
their way because there is no track only a
time. Maybe they just imagined they did the
trail?
The runners were on along a slippery snow
beaten ski trail/path adjacent to one of the
Experimental Farm Pathways. Leading us along
this narrow, slippery trail was one of the
least likely of hashers to be an FRB - Bite
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! This youngster showed no fear as
she made her way along a path that gave
one the impression of tight rope walking!
My Beaver

Once back out onto the city streets at about
the three and a half kilometre mark the
hashers realized that Fat Ass had indeed set a
trail with no checks! Thankfully the rehydration
stop was not far off.
The warm fermented grape juice served up
along with munchies and the usual hash liquid
were all welcomed and enjoyed. From here it
was a short distance to the ON IN.
Upon reaching the ON IN it was not long
until the food covered the table and the
hashers were digging into one of Fat Ass’s
multinational creations of rice, couscous, a chicken
stew (no doubt with a fancy name) and bok
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choy. A chocolate cake was brought out after
the circle to help celebrate all the hashie
birthdays.
After the hoard had been fed the circle was
called to order and the Grand Mattress began
bringing in her list of miscreants. She then
turned the circle over to the Religious Advisor
who was quick off the mark bringing in a
number of sinners who were on their knees in
front of Mustard Balls’ ski run.
When the hare made his way into the circle
to receive accolades for his run he was truly
shocked to only receive a unanimous POINT 69
for the run with no checks. To make up
for the trail the chef received a 99.69 for the
meal.
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REMEMBER at Run #1592
March 23 ERECTIONS
Time to start thinking about which position you’d
like to assume!!

UPCOMING	
 RUNS	
 
OH3	
 
Run #1591
When:
Hare(s):
Where:
Hash Cash:

PRACTICE ST. PATRICK’S DAY RUN
Monday, March 16, 2015 @ 7:00 pm
Twisted Knob and Pro Boner
Connors Irish Pub, 2401 St Joseph Drive, Orleans
$5 for hash down-downs

Run #1592
When:
Hare(s):
Where:
Hash Cash:

ERECTIONS
Which position you’d like to assume?
Monday, March 23, 2015 @ 7:00 pm
Cheap Thrills
TBD
$ for hash down-downs

It is still dark enough for your fairy lights.
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